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Thursday, September 13, 2012

Television has brought murder
back in to the home - where
it belongs.
-Alfred Hitchcock

MUBBIN’
Kay McMinion ~ Daily Bull

Noun: a building on
MTU’s campus that
houses the bookstore,
student government,
student organizations,
a cafeteria, and various
recreational activities.

Bookworming
Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Literary nerds rejoice! A new
social movement is sweeping the
nation. Originating somewhere in
the depths of The Internet came
a new trend in which young,
single people are refusing to
have sex with someone if there
is not a bookcase in their house,
apartment, etc. Referred to as
“bookworming”, the 20- and
30-somethings are making it sexy
to be literate. The amount of outof-wedlock pregnancies and “I

swear she fell down the stairs”
doctor visits has decreased dramatically, and are expecting to
continue to drop. The unnamed
founder of the trend wanted to
increase the chances that they
themselves got laid, but also that
whole making smarter people
for a better tomorrow thing, too.

Pic o’ the Day!

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Reports have been confirmed
that this is, in fact, the real reason
that Jersey Shore went off the air.

see Vanilla Pudding on back

Verb: (Mubbin’) the
act of shooting the
shit while eating overly
priced lunches and
procrastinating all your
homework.
The Memorial Union
Board has long been
a well-known building MTU and the local
community. It is where
we eat our lunch, hang
out in our student org
offices, and likely attend
long and tedious business meeting for various school functions/
organizations.
To many students the
see Vanilla Ice on back
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Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Holy shit, bookshelf/house porn! What will they think of next?

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Hark! Is that an accordian I hear?

482-5100

from Vanilla Pudding on front

Former cast member The Situation commented, “Well, now that all these girls think they’re
better n’ smarterer than me and stuff just ‘cause the only books I have is a stack of Maxim.
I mean, some of those words are really hard to say. And after I’ve been pumping booze
into them and they still have enough brain cells to tell me no, I don’t have a thick enough
dictionary for them? Bullshit!”
Local libraries near college campuses everywhere have been overrun with horny boys,
and girls alike. “I’ve never seen so many college students so excited about novels before.
And not even for a required class! They just say it’s for in their free time, but I know better.
It’s that new bookworming fad. I mean, not that I’m encouraging kids to have sex, but I’m
glad all those nice, dorky boys and girls will have their moments to shine. I just make sure
to have a lovely stack of Sex-Education books stacked by the check out. And condoms.
Just in case. I don’t want any unruly stains in my books,” she reported, finger wagging the
whole time she lectured.

Dude guys. I would read the FUCK out of this chair!

The Daily Bull

from Vanilla Ice on front

Book nerds that have never been able to draw attention of the opposite sex are now
turning into the well known sluts and man-whores of their tri-city areas. These young men
and women have started bookworming clubs out of their apartments and houses. While
this may sound like some sort of whorehouse, you have to remember; these are still the
introverted nerds who would die if you poisoned them and put the antidote in the middle
of a raging party. These clubs mostly consist of digging through stacks on stacks on stacks
of books until the smell of the old paper and ink gives someone a Moby Dick, and then
shit gets real dirty, real quick.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.

MUB is our place of refuge in
Since bookworming has hit mainstream media, the demand for books has, unfortunately,
the long bullshit filled school
allowed less than talented authors to receive more money than they really deserve (I’m
days. Last week I watched a
looking at you, Stephanie Meyers!). Sales of romance novels have nearly tripled, but those
group of syllabus-tired upthat bought the romance novels were not the ones reporting having been a part of bookperclassmen huddle around
worming. The founder had this to say, “Bookwormers aren’t stupid. We can see through a
a table and play Cards against
silly farce like having a stack of fifty cent trashy romance novels conveniently stacked near
Humanity. “This season on Man
your bed. No shelf, no real literature, no sex anymore. So either get used to masturbation,
Vs. Wild: getting so angry that
or start reading.”
you pop a boner.” This quote
calmed my hurried, worn-out
soul.
dodged a far-shooting mayonnaise packet from an overJust last Friday I saw a wide tired-hung-over-very-hungry
eyed freshman looking for the Mubber. I have come to learn
bowling alley as he aimlessly that the true mubbers schedule
walked the rails and stairs in their classes together so they
and around the cafeteria. I can coordinate the best mublaughed to myself as I watched bin’ times. Mub til ya can’t mub
him shift in and out of the caf- no more mayne. Words to live
eteria.
by if there ever were any.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

While Mubbin’, people get
loud and rowdy. I once
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Hey there dear readers! Ever wished for new Cards Against Humanity Cards? Got an idea for something very inappropriate, extraordinarily specific, and absolutely perfect as an answer? Send your ideas to bull@mtu.edu! We may or
may not have something amazing up our sleeves ;)

